
A simple and intuitive interface guarantees the quality of your transport data and the 

information communicated to your passengers.

Datahub

For who ?     

A SaaS tool that cleanses and transforms mobility data 

Sustainable Mobility Public Transport 

Authority, a transport operator or an 

integrator

Are you looking for a simple solution 

to cleanse your data ?

transport network data sets

+2200
data sets processed daily

680

What are the benefits?

• A turnkey SaaS solution

• An optimised interface to help you 

process your data

• Provide top-quality data

• Enhance and promote your transport offer 

with qualitative data



A solution that meets your needs :

Automated conversion and exports

Export your data automatically and regularly, using customised export rules for your chosen target. Choose 

the desired export format from the market standards (GTFS, NeTEx, Neptune, etc.), create filters on a type of 

object and define the desired export frequency.

Editing and 

recording

Edit all your imported data by creating data

cleansing rules and improve the experience of

your users by adding extra information to suggest

routes suited to your passengers' needs!

Multiple dataset 

imports

Import your datasets from one or more different

sources, either manually from a simple and

intuitive interface or via our import automation

system, whatever the format. (GTFS, NeTEx,

Neptune, owner, etc.)

Aggregating 
data

Merge your mobility data from multiple

datasets to create a single dataset that is

consistent and usable for passenger

information, optimising the journeys of your

passengers and their experiences on your

media.



For more information 
Visit navitia.com

Audit and advice on improving the 

information in line with your targeted 

objectives.

Quality validation before each integration to 

check format compliance, reporting errors to 

the supplier, and continuous monitoring of 

your data to avoid data gaps.

We offer a dashboard for the regular 

visualisation of your data.

Our data services

Integration support

Expertise

Reporting


